December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500100112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $26,618 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $22,964 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCSS/PAS Project No. RQ00500100312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $18,828 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
        LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500100412D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $110,057 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500100512D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $143,605 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
        LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500100612D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $71,835 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The
amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated
eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial
subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see

/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final
eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form
and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and
funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012
subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary
from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are
confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund
program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated
eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available
through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of
eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and
Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500100712D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $87,577 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500100812D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $68,382 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (Electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500100912D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $26,009 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500101012D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $77,052 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500101112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $64,390 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936  

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500101212D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $35,047 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500101312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $35,187 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCSS/PAS Project No. RQ00500101412D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $33,420 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
       LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500101512D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $27,213 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
       LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500101612D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

    This letter obligates $14,156 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


    Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

    All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500101712D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $26,119 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936  

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500101812D  

Dear Honorable Vivoni:  

This letter obligates $64,886 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500101912D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $45,936 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500102012D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $4,342 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012)

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500102112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $24,367 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $157,673 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [link]

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500200212D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $70,819 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
        LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500200312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $68,229 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $65,418 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ005002000512D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $51,979 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500200612D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $105,252 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ005000200712D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $10,355 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
       LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500200812D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $60,603 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $23,030 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500201012D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $14,904 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCSS/PAS Project No.RQ00500201112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $32,956 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary, 
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500201212D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $20,083 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
   LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500201312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

   This letter obligates $16,842 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


   Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

   All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

   Sincerely,

   David A. Vargas
   Deputy Assistant Secretary,
   Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCSS/PAS Project No. RQ00500201412D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $28,778 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500201512D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $22,661 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500201612D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $20,054 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500201712D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $102,403 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500201812D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $74,276 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
   LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500201912D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $20,809 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCSS/PAS Project No. RQ00500202012D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $49,651 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500202112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $24,689 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCSS/PAS Project No.RQ00500202212D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $30,388 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500202312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $30,310 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936  

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500202412D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $23,081 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
    LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500202512D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $21,223 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OCCUPY OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REPUBLIC OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
   LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500202612D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $29,121 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCSS/PAS Project No. RQ00500202712D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $26,553 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500202812D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $32,998 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
        LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500202912D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $19,018 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
         LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500203012D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $29,701 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
    LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500203112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $50,274 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500203212D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $3,741 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCICS/PAS Project No. RQ00500203412D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $39,478 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500300112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $170,176 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see:


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500300212D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $86,099 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
PHOTOGRAPHIC REPRODUCTION

December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500300312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $65,000 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCSS/PAS Project No. RQ00500300412D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $36,581 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500300512D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $32,939 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
        LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500300612D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $104,373 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCSS/PAS Project No. RQ00500300712D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $61,062 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500300812D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $21,442 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500301012D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $104,575 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500301112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $32,577 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500301212D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $37,099 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012)

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500301312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $31,570 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCSS/PAS Project No. RQ00500301412D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $36,991 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $1,839 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
      LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500301612D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $4,077 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500301712D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $59,616 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500301812D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $174,904 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500301912D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $63,641 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No.RQ00500302012D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $63,554 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500302112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $143,471 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCSS/PAS Project No. RQ00500302212D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $67,887 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500302312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $41,258 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500302412D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $69,019 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500302512D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $66,382 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936  

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500302612D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $51,609 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500302712D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $48,669 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500302812D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $24,481 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500400112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $23,349 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
   LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500400212D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

   This letter obligates $2,013 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The
amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated
eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial
subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see
/opfnd2012

   Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final
eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form
and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and
funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012
subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary
from the interim proration level.

   All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are
confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund
program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated
eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available
through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of
eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and
Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500400312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $93,256 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_Indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500400412D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $2,711 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500400512D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $69,935 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500400612D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $59,072 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500400712D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $39,731 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500400812D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $4,992 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
    LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500400912D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $90,387 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
   LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500401012D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $27,399 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCSS/PAS Project No. RQ00500401112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $36,223 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $31,320 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary, 
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
      LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500401312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $22,928 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCSS/PAS Project No. RQ00500401412D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $33,141 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936  

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500401512D  

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $81,768 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012)

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500401612D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $50,489 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500401712D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $37,422 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500401812D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $28,208 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500401912D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $34,068 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $38,012 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500500112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $29,388 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500500212D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $1,700 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500500312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $181,433 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development  
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING  
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500500312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $181,433 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCSS/PAS Project No.RQ00500500412D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $42,040 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
   LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500500512D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $76,979 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCES/PAS Project No. RQ00500500612D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $41,665 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
       LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500500712D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $50,084 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $6,844 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500500912D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $13,959 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500501012D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $36,778 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500501112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $155,951 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (Electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500501212D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $30,169 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936  

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500501312D  

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $40,790 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500501412D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $36,314 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500501512D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $25,381 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary, 
Real Estate Assessment Center
Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $17,382 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936  

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500501712D  

Dear Honorable Vivoni:  

This letter obligates $17,802 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

[Signature]  
David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No.RQ00500501812D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $24,162 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500501912D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $72,933 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCSS/PAS Project No. RQ00500502012D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $66,339 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCXS/PAS Project No. RQ00500502112D

December 27, 2011

Real Estate Assessment Center

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $30,811 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500502212D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $53,374 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No.RQ00500502312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $39,665 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936  

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500502412D  

Dear Honorable Vivoni:  

This letter obligates $46,165 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500502512D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $19,715 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCSS/PAS Project No. RQ00500502612D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $42,224 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
       LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500502712D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $46,199 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500502812D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $86,805 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500502912D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $177,640 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500503012D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $15,403 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $26,613 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500600112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $49,500 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCSS/PAS Project No. RQ00500600212D

December 27, 2011

This letter obligates $31,420 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCSS/PAS Project No. RQ00500600312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $20,872 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $93,576 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center

December 27, 2011
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500600512D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $80,683 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500600612D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $26,940 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500600712D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $70,172 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500600812D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $41,987 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [link]

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $17,812 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $17 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500601112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $36,550 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $43,107 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500601312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $18,128 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCSS/PAS Project No. RQ00500601412D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $54,055 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500601512D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $44,342 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500601612D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $51,824 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500601712D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $111,867 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500601812D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $73,381 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500601912D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $28,393 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500602012D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $16,079 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500602112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $35,288 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500602212D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $33,248 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500602312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $13,559 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCSS/PAS Project No. RQ00500602412D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $26,543 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
       LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500602512D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

   This letter obligates $26,732 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


   Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

   All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (Electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500602612D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $21,530 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCSS/PAS Project No. RQ00500602712D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $15,591 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Real Estate Assessment Center

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCSS/PAS Project No. RQ00500602812D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $26,937 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary, Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCSS/PAS Project No. RQ00500602912D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $34,116 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR  00936  

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500603012D  

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $37,412 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
   LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500603112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $34,086 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500603212D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $32,303 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500603312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $8,167 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500603412D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $43,635 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936  

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500603512D  

Dear Honorable Vivoni:  

This letter obligates $12,325 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500700112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $41,819 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No.RQ00500700212D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $96,383 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500700312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $51,023 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
       LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500700412D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $54,803 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
   LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500700512D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $54,354 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500700612D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $51,828 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
   LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500700712D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $19,281 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500700812D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $22,199 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500700912D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $20,376 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500701012D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $10,044 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500701112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $18,304 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCXS/PAS Project No. RQ00500800112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $40,427 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
        LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500800312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $49,065 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The
amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated
eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial
subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see

/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final
eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form
and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and
funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012
subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary
from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are
confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund
program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated
eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available
through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of
eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and
Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936  

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500800412D  

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $23,761 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ005008000512D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $15,009 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
   LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500800612D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

   This letter obligates $13,073 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The
   amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated
   eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial
   subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see

opfnd2012

   Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final
   eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form
   and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and
   funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012
   subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary
   from the interim proration level.

   All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
   laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are
   confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund
   program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated
   eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available
   through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of
   eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and
   Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500800712D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $177,507 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCSS/PAS Project No. RQ00500800812D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $113,395 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500800912D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $117,298 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
    LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500801012D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $47,447 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $49,021 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfd2012](http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfd2012)

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
        LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500801312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $74,632 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500801412D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $90,522 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCSS/PAS Project No. RQ00500801512D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $94,853 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
   LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500801612D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

   This letter obligates $94,482 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


   Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

   All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

   Sincerely,

   [Signature]

   David A. Vargas
   Deputy Assistant Secretary,
   Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500801712D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $45,963 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500801812D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $106,479 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (Electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
   LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500802012D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

   This letter obligates $63,474 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


   Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

   All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
   LOCCS/PAS Project No.RQ00500802112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $67,509 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
    LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500802212D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $47,936 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500802312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $22,831 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500802412D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $19,772 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500802512D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $110,866 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500802612D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $37,627 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $47,988 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500900212D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $19,496 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936  

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500900312D  

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $62,085 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500900412D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $23,780 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $60,287 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500900612D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $25,815 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program's total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500900712D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $40,792 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500900812D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $14,910 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500900912D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $22,450 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500901012D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $116,397 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see

[URL]

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500901112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $36,306 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500901212D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $41,024 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCSS/PAS Project No. RQ00500901312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $44,389 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500901412D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $208,011 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
        LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500901512D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $83,654 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
       LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500901612D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $93,460 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500901712D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $176,420 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500901812D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $36,572 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500901912D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $143,461 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500902012D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $127,641 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500902112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $52,942 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500902212D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $99,627 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500902312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $151,464 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $98,353 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936  

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500902512D  

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $65,027 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500902612D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $64,499 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCSS/PAS Project No. RQ00500902712D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $63,980 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
   LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500902812D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $31,077 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500902912D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $34,007 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500903012D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $54,513 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500903112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $14,027 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCSS/PAS Project No. RQ00500903212D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $51,398 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500903312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $70,205 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500903412D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $29,434 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all the terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00500903512D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $78,989 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see [link]

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $27,704 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ005010000112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $162,378 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $48,583 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936  

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501000412D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $59,959 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501000512D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $221,825 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501000612D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $203,737 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501000712D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $303,516 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501000812D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $294,850 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting) 
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936 

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501000912D 

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $329,408 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see 


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level. 

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCSS/PAS Project No. RQ00501001012D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $117,257 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501001112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $107,155 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
    LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501001212D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

    This letter obligates $113,014 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


    Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

    All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501001312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $149,473 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501001412D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $141,147 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501001512D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $165,877 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Handwritten Signature]

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501001612D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $115,710 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936  

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501001712D  

Dear Honorable Vivoni:  

This letter obligates $115,934 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see  


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501001812D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $317,404 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501001912D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $280,672 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501002012D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $129,943 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No.RQ00501002112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $196,476 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501002212D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $116,505 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ005010002312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $102,665 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No.RQ00501002412D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $34,195 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
        LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501002512D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $5,099 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501002612D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $106,473 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501002712D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $99,001 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501002812D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $114,148 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936  

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501002912D  

Dear Honorable Vivoni:  

This letter obligates $51,225 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see 


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.  

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.  

Sincerely,  

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
   LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501003012D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

   This letter obligates $67,112 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


   Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

   All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501003112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $37,124 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501003212D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $77,259 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCSS/PAS Project No. RQ00501003312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $111,824 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501003412D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $79,978 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501003512D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $107,821 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501003612D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $120,496 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501003712D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $32,673 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501003812D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $12,643 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
    LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501003912D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $46,840 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting) 
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration 
PO Box 363188 
San Juan, PR 00936 

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501004012D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $86,754 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary, 
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
        LOCCS/PAS Project No.RQ00501004112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

    This letter obligates $41,101 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The
amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated
eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial
subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see

opnd2012

   Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final
eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form
and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and
funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012
subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary
from the interim proration level.

    All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated
laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are
confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund
program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated
eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available
through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of
eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and
Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501004212D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $17,904 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
   LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501004312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $108,712 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501004412D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $70,747 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ0050501004512D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $75,082 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936  

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No.RQ00501004612D  

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $73,580 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all the terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (Electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501004712D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $2,626 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No.RQ00501004812D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $103,883 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501004912D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $14,872 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ005010005012D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $73,649 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
   LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501005112D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $56,494 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see:


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501005212D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $56,734 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni  
Executive Director (Acting)  
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration  
PO Box 363188  
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies  
LOCCS/PAS Project No.RQ00501005312D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $38,107 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas  
Deputy Assistant Secretary,  
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501005412D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $41,938 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $37,828 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see

[link]

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501005612D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $54,436 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AND INDIAN HOUSING
REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENT CENTER

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
   LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501005712D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

   This letter obligates $28,298 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


   Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

   All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
February 27, 2010

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501005812D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $65,436 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see http://portal.hud.gov/hudportal/HUD?src=/program_offices/public_indian_housing/programs/ph/am/of/opfnd2012

Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center
December 27, 2011

Honorable Miguel B. Hernandez Vivoni
Executive Director (Acting)
Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration
PO Box 363188
San Juan, PR 00936

SUBJECT: Interim Obligation Letter Public Housing Operating Subsidies
LOCCS/PAS Project No. RQ00501006012D

Dear Honorable Vivoni:

This letter obligates $8,064 of Operating Fund subsidy for the month of January 2012. The amount of the interim obligation is based on this project’s initial calendar year estimated eligibility determination. For more information on the methodology used to establish both initial subsidy eligibility and funding availability, please see


Please note that the initial estimated eligibility for this project may vary from its final eligibility determination. Revisions may be made based on the approved FFY 2012 subsidy form and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustment. The program’s total operating subsidy eligibility and funding amounts for all PHAs may change once all FFY 2012 operating subsidy forms and 2012 subsidy allocation adjustments have been processed. Therefore, the final proration level may vary from the interim proration level.

All funds must be used in accordance with the Annual Contributions Contract and associated laws and regulations. By drawing down the funds obligated in this letter, you and your agency are confirming agreement and compliance with the all terms and conditions of the Operating Fund program. Further, a drawdown of these funds constitutes an agreement that the current estimated eligibility and obligation is correct. The amount of your agency’s obligated funds is available through eLOCCS. Instructions for the use of eLOCCS are in Notice PIH 2002-28 (HA), Use of eLOCCS (electronic Line of Credit Control System) to Request Operating Subsidy Payments and Elimination of Form HUD-52721.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

David A. Vargas
Deputy Assistant Secretary,
Real Estate Assessment Center